
Let's chant some Mantra’s I have my favourite mantra that I learned when I was in my yoga teacher
training in Costa Rica, I repeat it when I feel the heaviness of the universe on my chest.

The Universal Chant that you can use at any time is OM - AUM

OM - AUM

A = Creation, birth
U = Preservation, life
M = Destruction, death

OM - AUM is a primary mantra, the seed mantra.
It’s vibration underlies all other mantras. To chant OM with inward attention is to realize its meaning
within our own heart. Realizing OM is synonymous with the important insight that birth, life and death
happen only to the
body, not to you. Om is an ever-changing vibration superimposed upon Silence.

Chant, OM - AUM pay attention… and be liberated

This one is my favourite mantra, I will walk around my house chanting it.
Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu - May all beings everywhere be happy

OM Shanti, Shanti, Shanti - May there be Peace, Peace and Eternal Peace

OM Namah Shivaya - O salutations to the auspicious one

OM Mane Padme Hum - Praise to the Jewel in the Lotus 
This mantra opens compassionate yielding in our heart

The Power of Mantra's

OM Mata OM Kali
Durga Devi Namo Namaha
Shakti Kundalini
Jagadambe Mata

Oh Mother, Oh fierce Destroyer of Ignorance Beloved Goddess, in devotion I call out your sacred Name.
You are truly the Creatrix, the Cosmic Life Force. Oh, Divine Mother, I cry to you from the depths of my
yearning heart.

OM Namo Bhagavate Vasu Devaya - Glory and Victory to Spirit Supreme

When you’re doing your affirmations and mantras, bring awareness to how you start feeling. Is your mind
clearing up?
Is your heart opening up?

You are entering a new you, bring awareness to everything that is bring brought forth to you.

This is a season to release as well as to receive blessings.

Retrograde energy is incredible when you work with the energy.

Being as we are in the Age of Aquarius it helps us as well with connecting with our TRUTH, yet you need to
work through your EGO.

The universe is waiting for your go ahead so that they can guide you through this process with love, ease
and self-awareness.



Whatever you feel while doing the affirmations and mantras offer it to the universe, regardless if you want
to achieve and become it, or you want to release it back into the soil.

Give it all to the universe and allow for the flow of incredible to be presented to you.

Don’t forget to breathe in this process.
Bring awareness to your breathe, make sure you are breathing all the way to your root chakra (your
tailbone) expand your body, and exhale out of your mouth if you are feeling overwhelmed until your
natural breathe takes over and goes back into its own rhythm.

In and out of the nostrils.

Bring awareness to how you are feeling, check in with yourself daily I like to do this at least twice a day. At
noon, I will check in with myself. Its fast, I just ask myself
“How do you feel right now?”
“What are you holding onto, that isn’t serving your soul?”

If I find that my mind is wandering, I will check in with myself again and ask my spirit;

“What is it you need at this time, that I’m able to provide you?”

This is a time, I may do affirmations and mantras, to get me past whatever is feeling heavy in my heart and
occupying my mind.

I will repeat don’t underestimate affirmations and mantras, it may be a simple practice and you may think
you need to do something that is difficult. God is a simple God, man is the one that confuses everything.

Mantra's

Mantra
What mantras resonate with you... write them down and repeat them daily until your mind does it on it's own


